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INTRODUCTION 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is Rebecca Devens.  My business address is 309 W. Washington, Suite 800, 3 

Chicago, IL 60606. 4 

Q. What is your present occupation? 5 

A. I am a Policy Analyst for the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), where I have been 6 

employed since 2008.   7 

Q. Please summarize your role at CUB.  8 

A. I research and evaluate state and federal legislative and regulatory proposals 9 

relating to electricity, natural gas and telecommunications issues.  In particular, I 10 

have focused on energy efficiency, demand response and dynamic pricing.  I also 11 

review the impact of legislative and regulatory proposals on Illinois consumers and 12 

represent CUB at various stakeholder meetings and forums, including the Illinois 13 

Commerce Commission (“ICC” or “Commission.”  I represent CUB in the 14 

Stakeholder Advisory Group (“SAG”), the collaborative group that monitors utility 15 

implementation of statutory energy efficiency and demand response programs.   16 

Q. Please describe your educational background. 17 

A. I graduated with honors from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign with a 18 

Bachelors degree in English. 19 

Q. Have you previously testified before the Commission? 20 

A. Yes.  I offered testimony addressing Commonwealth Edison Company’s (“ComEd”) 21 

Peak Time Rebate (“PTR) program in ICC Docket No. 12-0484 on behalf of CUB and 22 

the City of Chicago (“City”).  I have also addressed the reconciliation of  Ameren’s 23 

energy efficiency programs in ICC Docket No. 11-0341, and the reconciliation of 24 
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Nicor Gas Company’s (“Nicor”) energy efficiency programs in ICC Docket No. 10-25 

0567 on behalf of CUB and the People of the State of Illinois through the Illinois 26 

Attorney General’s Office (“the AG”).  I also provided testimony on behalf of CUB in 27 

ICC Docket No. 11-0547, the Evaluation of Ameren’s Experimental Residential 28 

Real Time Pricing Program. 29 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?  30 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to review the proposed PTR program from Ameren 31 

Illinois Company (“Ameren” or “the Company”).  I recommend the Commission 32 

approve Ameren’s filing as modified by my recommendations, and provide input 33 

representing the interests of Ameren customers on several facets of Ameren’s 34 

proposal. 35 

Q. Is Ameren required to offer a PTR program?  36 

A. Yes.  Though I am not an attorney, it is my understanding that this requirement 37 

stems from Ameren’s decision to participate in the performance-based formula rate 38 

scheme created by the Energy Infrastructure and Modernization Act (“the EIMA”).  I 39 

understand that Ameren must file a petition for the approval of a tariff 40 

implementing a PTR program within 60 days after Commission approval of the 41 

Company’s Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) Plan.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(g).  42 

The Commission approved the Company’s AMI Plan through its order on May 29, 43 

2012 in ICC Docket No. 12-0244.  Ameren filed this tariff on February 1, 2013.  44 

Q. What is a PTR program? 45 

A. It is a pricing tariff that provides rebates for residential customers who reduce 46 

electricity usage at specific times, usually times when peak load is high. 47 

Q. Why should a PTR program be offered now?  48 
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A. Ameren customers are funding a major investment in Ameren’s infrastructure as a 49 

result of Ameren’s decision to participate in the EIMA’s performance-based formula 50 

rate – the statute calls for a participating utility to spend $360 million on capital 51 

investments in AMI.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(b)  To ensure that individual customer 52 

households and residential customers as a class are able to realize the economic 53 

benefits of AMI, customers must have access to energy efficiency, demand response, 54 

and dynamic pricing programs.  AMI grants customers opportunities that have 55 

never previously been available to reduce electricity bill costs through these types of 56 

programs.  Reducing energy at peak times not only reduces costs for individual 57 

consumers and residential customers as an aggregate, but also has the potential to 58 

reduce the use of greenhouse gas-emitting generation sources, which delivers 59 

environmental and societal benefits to consumers.   60 

Q. Why is a PTR program valuable for Illinois? 61 

A. PTR is the first of what CUB hopes will be several new demand response programs 62 

that are enabled by smart meters.  These programs are critical to consumers 63 

realizing the value of AMI and benefiting from the investments they are funding.  A 64 

properly designed PTR program empowers Ameren customers to save money by 65 

reducing their usage during peak times, providing a direct monetary benefit to those 66 

customers who choose to participate.  It’s also a risk-free opportunity for consumers 67 

to become educated about the wholesale energy market and dynamic pricing 68 

programs such as the Power Smart Pricing (“PSP”) program offered by Ameren.  69 

Participating in a PTR program can serve as a stepping stone to customers to 70 

participating in other demand response programs that have a greater impact on 71 

reducing the price of electricity in peak times but may involve more risk.   72 
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Q. What is your overall impression of Ameren’s filing?  73 

A. I recommend that the Commission approve the program with the recommendations I 74 

make in this testimony.   75 

Q. How does Ameren propose to fund the PTR program?  76 

A. Ameren will register the PTR program as a Load Modifying Resource (“LMR”) with 77 

the Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. (“MISO”).  Ameren 78 

Ex. 2.0 at 2-3.  Ameren will receive revenues from MISO in exchange for verifiable 79 

reductions in end-use customer demand during a MISO emergency.  Id. at 3.  These 80 

revenues will be used to provide rebates to participating customers who reduce their 81 

energy usage during designated peak times.  82 

Q. What is the timeline for the PTR program?  83 

A. Ameren reports that the PTR program will begin coincident with the MISO planning 84 

year beginning June 1, 2016. Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 5.  MISO’s planning year runs from 85 

June 1st through May 31st.  Customers may enroll in the program from October of 86 

2015 through March of 2016.  Id.  Ameren must report its capacity commitment to 87 

MISO by February of each planning year, so the enrollment window Ameren has 88 

laid out allows the Company to provide a “greater degree of certainty that the LMR 89 

bid matches loads of participants.”  Id at 6.  Ameren will allow customers to enroll in 90 

the program after March 1st of each year for the following planning year.  Those 91 

customers will also be put on a waiting list for the current summer, in case 92 

participants drop out of the program. This allows Ameren to meet the MISO LMR 93 

capacity requirements even if there is turnover within the program.  Id.    94 

Q. Do you support this timeline and enrollment process?  95 
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A. Yes. It appears that Ameren is working to maximize the economic benefit received 96 

from participating in MISO’s LMR process, which is ultimately passed onto 97 

consumers.  The enrollment process allows customers to enroll in the PTR program 98 

during the summer, when customers will most likely be interested in signing up for 99 

the program because of high electricity bills related to cooling.  100 

Q. What has Ameren said regarding customer enrollment in the PTR 101 

program?  102 

A. Ameren will provide customers the ability to enroll in the program on the Company’s 103 

website, as is required by statute, or via telephone.  Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 5-6.   104 

Q. What recommendations do you have related to the customer education and 105 

customer service Ameren should provide to customers and participants in 106 

the PTR program?  107 

A. Customer education and customer service should be designed to enhance consumers’ 108 

abilities to realize the economic benefits of AMI and PTR. Ameren needs to ensure 109 

that consumers, whether they are participating in the program or interesting in 110 

learning more about the program, are able to speak with someone with a high level 111 

of technical expertise to maximize participation.  If customers are participating in 112 

the PTR program or interested in learning more about it, those customers should 113 

also be educated about potential opportunities to save money and have greater 114 

control over their costs through energy efficiency programs and Ameren’s PSP 115 

program, which allows customers to pay the wholesale cost for electricity as opposed 116 

to the average rate.  In addition to connecting and educating engaged customers 117 

about opportunities to save money, consolidating Ameren’s outreach and marketing 118 

of these programs is an opportunity to increase operational efficiencies and engender 119 
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further cost savings for both the Company and customers.  It could also help Ameren 120 

cost-effectively reach the statutory Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (“EEPS”) 121 

savings targets.   122 

Q. Are there examples of customer education and customer service in other 123 

similar programs you recommend Ameren emulate?  124 

A. Yes.  I recommend Ameren emulate the model employed in the Company’s PSP 125 

program, which provides customer service with a high level of technical knowledge, 126 

maximizing participation and enabling customers to realize program benefits.   It’s 127 

my understanding that, for example, the PSP program administrator not only runs 128 

the program but is heavily involved in customer education and program recruitment.  129 

In other words, the program administrator helps customers determine whether they 130 

are good candidates for the program and helps customers understand their energy 131 

usage patterns.  This type of education will be important to the success of the PTR 132 

program.  Moreover, PSP customers are a good fit for the PTR program because they 133 

already have an incentive to reduce usage at peak times, and they should receive 134 

targeted marketing of the program.    135 

Q. Does Ameren’s proposal appear to be competitively neutral, that is, can 136 

customers participate in it regardless of what electricity supplier they 137 

have?  138 

A. Yes.  Ameren states that the program will be available to all customers with smart 139 

meters, regardless of customers’ choice of power supplier.  Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 5. 140 

Q. What is the amount of the per kWh credit Ameren intends to offer?  141 

A. Ameren plans to use a formula to calculate the credit values, based on the results of 142 

the MISO capacity auction which take place each year prior to the MISO planning 143 
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year. Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 8.  Ameren plans to adjust the number of event hours – that 144 

is, the number of hours PTR customers will be asked to reduce their usage- to 145 

maintain a minimum $0.50/kWh credit.  Id.  Ameren expects that credit hours will 146 

fall between 6 and 20, depending on the results of the auction. In response to 147 

stakeholder feedback, Ameren proposes to alter the tariff to ensure that a minimum 148 

of 6 event hours are called each year.  Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 8-9.  CUB supports this 149 

proposal because we believe a minimum number of events are needed to educate 150 

customers about the program and reinforce the behavior – load reduction – required 151 

by the program. 152 

Q. Does CUB support Ameren’s plans to offer between 6 and 20 hours worth of 153 

events?  154 

A. Yes. CUB understands that revenues from MISO will likely be limited, with the 155 

result that capacity market funds may only support a small number of hours with a 156 

minimum $0.50/kWh credit.  To the extent possible, CUB recommends that Ameren 157 

maximize the number of events rather than the length of the events.  In other 158 

words, if Ameren is only able to call 6 hours worth of events, CUB recommends that 159 

Ameren seek to call two or three events of two to three hours, rather than, for 160 

example, only call one event that is 6 hours long.  Calling more events provides 161 

customers with more opportunity to reduce usage, earn rebates, learn how the 162 

program works, and be encouraged to continue to participate.  163 

Q. What kind of events will Ameren call?  164 

A. Ameren will call two types of Curtailment Events: Scheduled Events, which are 165 

specified by the Company during a period of high demand within Ameren’s local 166 

balancing authority, and Emergency Events, which are declared by MISO for load 167 
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registered as LMR.  Scheduled Events may be called during the summer, between 10 168 

am and 10 pm.  Emergency Events may be called at any time in response to capacity 169 

and transmission emergencies.  Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 9.  The MISO planning year runs 170 

from June 1st to May 31st, so Emergency Events can be called at any time during 171 

that year, though of course, it is far more likely they will be called during summer.  172 

Q. How does Ameren plan to determine how many Scheduled Events to call 173 

each year?  174 

A. Ameren will “endeavor to conservatively manage Scheduled Events so that funding 175 

for an Emergency Event is available should it be needed.” Id. at 10.  Ameren does 176 

not, however, at this point explain how that management will be done – in other 177 

words, it’s not clear whether Ameren will delay on calling Scheduled Events until 178 

late in the planning year or some other alternative management plan.  While I 179 

support Ameren’s intention to be conservative, given the limited revenues expected 180 

from MISO, I ask Ameren to elaborate in its rebuttal testimony on the factors the 181 

Company will consider as it schedules events. 182 

Q. What happens if the Company has exhausted funds prior to an Emergency 183 

Event being called by MISO?  184 

A. Yes.  In that instance, Ameren would borrow from funds from the following year of 185 

the program to credit customers for reductions in load.  Id. at 10-11.  However, if 186 

Rider PTR is expected to be inoperative in the next MISO planning year, Ameren 187 

proposes that customers should not be compensated for reductions in load because 188 

there would not be future funds from which to borrow.  Id at 11. 189 

Q. What is your opinion of this proposal? 190 
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A. The Commission should reject this proposal from Ameren.  The EIMA is clear: 191 

rebates must be provided to those residential retail customers that curtail their use 192 

of electricity during specific periods identified as peak usage periods.  220 ILCS 5/16-193 

108.6(g).  At the moment, it appears unlikely that the scenario Ameren describes 194 

would appear, because MISO has not called an LMR event since 2007.  If Ameren is 195 

concerned about other factors, it would be helpful if Ameren would elaborate on 196 

those concerns in rebuttal testimony.  But in the event that Ameren has exhausted 197 

funds from MISO’s capacity market on Scheduled Events, and MISO calls an 198 

Emergency Event, customers should not have to pay for Ameren’s failure to manage 199 

the funds from MISO.  Not compensating customers for reductions under this 200 

program would create mistrust among Ameren’s customers about the promises and 201 

benefits of other demand response and energy efficiency programs.  Customers are 202 

investing $360 million in AMI upgrades, and it is critical that they are given all 203 

opportunities, under appropriate circumstances, to participate in programs like PTR 204 

that allow them to directly benefit from their investment. 205 

Q. How will the Company provide notice of Curtailment Events to customers?  206 

A. Ameren will strive to provide customers notice of Scheduled Events by 9 pm of the 207 

preceding day, and notice of Emergency Events at least one hour before the start of 208 

the Event.  Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 12.  Ameren will notify customers via email, 209 

telephone, text message, or other communication channels that may become 210 

available. Id.  211 

Q. How will Ameren determine the customer usage reduction?  212 

A. The Company will compare customers’ usage during a Curtailment Event to those 213 

customers’ Customer Baseline Load (“CBL”).  The CBL will be based on individual 214 
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customers’ hourly electric usage at times corresponding to Curtailment Periods 215 

during 3 days with the highest kWh values during the Curtailment Period hours in 216 

the 14 previous days that are not holidays, and will be adjusted for weather.   217 

Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 13-14. CUB supports Ameren’s proposed CBL methodology. 218 

Q. Does Ameren propose that participants in the PTR program pay a 219 

participation fee?  220 

A. No. Ameren states that start-up and administrative costs, and the costs of preparing 221 

evaluation reports for the Commission will be recovered from all residential 222 

ratepayers through delivery service charges.  Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 16.   223 

Q.  What is your opinion of Ameren’s proposal?  224 

A. I agree with Ameren that to meet the statutory requirement to maximize customer 225 

participation, the PTR program must be offered without a participation fee, 226 

particularly in the initial years of the program in order to determine whether the 227 

program is cost-beneficial.  Participants could not be expected to bear the burden of 228 

the costs to administer the program due to the relatively small number of customers 229 

who will have smart meters early on in the program relative to the cost of 230 

administering a PTR program which will eventually be available to more customers.  231 

I recommend the Commission approve Ameren’s proposal to offer the PTR program 232 

without a participation fee, as the Commission did in the Interim Order for 233 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s (“ComEd”) PTR program in ICC Docket No. 12-234 

0484.  Interim Order in ICC Docket No. 12-0484 at 23.   235 

Q. How does Ameren plan to report on the status of the PTR program?  236 

A. Ameren will file annual reports with the Commission in September of each year, 237 

beginning in 2017, to report on the implementation, operation, and administration of 238 
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the PTR program.  Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 17.  CUB supports this proposal, and 239 

recommends that the Commission require Ameren to file these reports in this 240 

docket, so that they may be available to stakeholders.   241 

Q. When does Ameren seek the Commission’s approval the PTR program 242 

filing?  243 

A. Ameren seeks approval by January 2, 2014, so that the Company may develop 244 

software for administering the program. Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 17.  CUB supports this 245 

request.   246 

Q. What are your recommendations related to the PTR program?  247 

A. I recommend that the Commission approve Ameren’s filing to offer a PTR program. I 248 

also recommend that the Commission order Ameren to:  249 

• Reimburse customers for all Curtailment Periods, even if Ameren has 250 

exhausted MISO revenues on Scheduled Events and MISO calls an 251 

Emergency Event;  252 

• Prioritize the number of events rather than the length of events, given that 253 

MISO revenues will likely only allow Ameren to call between 6 and 20 hours 254 

worth of Curtailment Events; 255 

• Provide high level customer service and customer education that will address 256 

consumers’ technical questions and educate consumers about other money 257 

saving energy efficiency and demand response programs;  258 

• Approve the PTR program without a participation fee. 259 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony?  260 

A. Yes. 261 


